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Big Thompson  

• Move from restoration coalition to watershed coalition to protect the watershed in the long-
term. Need sustainability and resiliency to do so, and will look to CUSP as a model into the 
future. The group feels they will be more fiscally transparent if structured as a 501©3. This 
model will also help property owners apply for grants and find resources. They feel structure is 
essential because lessons fade. Desire for more ditch company involvement and both upstream 
and downstream buy-in. To build capacity and address short-term concerns the group needs 
seed funding. If funding were to become available the group would hire a watershed 
coordinator. There is a great need to apply for grants, make the Big T competitive in every 
potential funding area, and know the stipulations associated with each funding source, while 
also keeping all stakeholders engaged, this is essentially where a watershed coordinator comes 
into play. There is also the potential for private landowners to fund projects. The coalition is 
engaging individual landowners by door to door outreach, and public outreach meetings, 
including master planning meetings. Challenges the group is working to overcome are visibility 
(lack of visibility prohibits engagement), and coordinating responses to the already identified 
issues. Moving forward the group has concerns that as stakeholders increase, centralized power 
will decrease. A goal of the group is to create a database modeled off of the Little Thompson’s 
and to receive $20,000 from all potential local government partners. The group would like to see 
more participation from Glenhaven, Weld County, Miliken, and the Eastern agriculture 
community (as a whole), and are considering working with Loveland if the opportunity arises.  

Boulder Creek  

• Boulder Creek believes a watershed coordinator would be a great benefit moving forward, 
though may be complicated because they would be responsible for three watersheds. The 
coordinator may require supporting staff. Any watershed coordinator or assistant position filled 
cannot be associated with anyone involved (e.g., cannot work for the county or city, ideally to 
prevent conflict, bias or preconceived notions or favoritism between groups). The coordinator 
role would focus on education and outreach, grant writing, Master Plan implementation, and 
private land owner coordination, as they do not want to duplicate the role Urban Drainage is 
currently playing in the Boulder Creek portion of the watershed. Currently, there is the need for 
more stakeholder representation and a steering committee to aid group decision making, 
though stakeholders in the watersheds are still being identified. Moving forward the group 
would like to see more involvement from Weld County and ditch companies. The group has 
requested that DOLA facilitate communication with Weld County. Key issues include 
understanding who key funding partners are, and the financial commitment each partner is 
bringing to help the Master Planning effort. The group also feels they are behind other groups in 
terms of planning, though find this valuable because they can learn from the coalitions already 
in place. Additionally, prioritizing projects poses a concern when determining which entity is 
responsible for each project based on its location in the watershed.  There are many priorities 
based on the needs of Boulder Creek and there is no one size fits all solution. There is a conflict 



between entities in the watershed, as all departments consider themselves independent of each 
other. The coalition would like to continue into the future and work with multiple entities to 
achieve multiple benefits, but think it will be determined by Master Plan outcomes.  

Coal Creek 

• The coalition has applied for funding, received funds from Jefferson County, and is set to apply 
for CDBG-DR funds to implement bank stabilization, culverts and channel restoration for two 
reaches. They most definitely are interested in hiring a coordinator, as the group will need help 
managing CDBG-DR grant funds and matching projects to funding sources. The group has 
involved individual landowners throughout the recovery by door to door outreach, hosting 
public meetings, and through landowner enforcement. The group would like to become a formal 
coalition but will need a fiscal sponsor and a coalition mentor, and this is where they feel The 
Environmental Group, the Colorado Watershed Assembly and local government may play a 
valuable role. The group does not want a Master Plan that sits on the shelf. If possible the group 
wants to keep ICON (Master Plan consultants) past Master Plan completion in some capacity.   

Fall River/Fish Creek 

• Funding has been applied for through the Town of Estes on behalf of Fall River and Fish Creek 
reaches. There is interest in hiring a watershed coordinator, though most of the 
accomplishments of the coalition thus far have been locally generated. The group feels their 
biggest successes are local champions attending Board of Trustee meetings, participating in the 
Master Plan process, and communicating with their local officials. The group does not want a 
Town (Estes Park) or government entity to plan the coalition. Individual landowners are 
involved in the Master Planning process through the creation of the River Advisory Committee 
(RAC). RAC meetings discuss specific projects that have been put together with the input 
collected over the past months. These meetings allow landowners to discuss these projects 
before they are finalized and enter the project-design phase. There has only been one RAC 
meeting to date. The RAC hopes to expand participation, potentially include “neighborhood 
captains” to inform the RAC on specific neighborhood reaches, plan a large meeting to 
encourage local buy-in, and to create public information materials (e.g., information cards for 
people to mark their portion of the river and add comments). A challenge the group faces is 
there are communities within the watershed with seasonal residents, whom they feel are 
valuable to the discussion, though are not currently being represented. Public meetings, 
including RAC meetings, require a non-biased individual to act as facilitator and feel a 
coordinator is needed. They also feel the coalition should be formalized (independent of the 
Town) and be sustained from local input and a core group. However, no local leadership efforts 
have stepped up and the Town is the one to fill the void. There is a belief that local leadership 
will bring the most success and tax dollars and community support will follow. A goal moving 
forward is to create a schedule for meetings so that an agenda with deliverables can be outlined 
and deadlines can be met.   The Master Plan will be completed and presented to communities in 
October for long-term funding. There are uncertainties and gaps in the watershed the group is 
working to fill, including identifying organizations in the watershed to work with so that not 
everyone is competing against each other to fund the same projects in the future.  

Left Hand 



• The Left Hand would like to hire a watershed coordinator if funding were to be made available, 
even if only temporarily because the current organizational capacity is not enough. The coalition 
is trying to create a long-term position, though it is a big responsibility for the minimal staff in 
place. The group plans to reach out and learn from other successful coalitions.  There is 
uncertainty in terms of the long-term planning/ implementation role Boulder County will play, 
though they are currently hiring a resiliency coordinator. Individual landowners have been 
engaged through public meetings and early planning efforts; however the coalition does not feel 
the private land owners are really informed. The group seeks to engage them further through 
interviews to learn of competing interests and to find out impacts, messaging needed and for 
data collections.  The hope is to balance community needs with the owners’ needs, and to also 
recognize impeding interests between property owners and ditch companies. The planning 
process must also consider those downstream. Moving forward, the group’s future needs 
include becoming formalized, hiring a consultant, bi-weekly meetings, a consensus project, long-
term planning efforts, and coordination with the Left Hand Watershed Master Plan, which 
includes an education piece expressing common interests and solutions as advised by AMEC. 
There is a data gap in the planning process in regards to mapping/ science for fires and 
landslides.  The group questions how it will keep people engaged once the Master Plan is 
completed in November and what role Boulder County may play.    

Little Thompson 

• The group would like to apply for funding if it were to become available through CBDG-DR. In 
terms of hiring a watershed coordinator, the group is interested, though recognizes different 
watershed needs require different levels of coordination and support. There is a desire to 
coordinate with neighboring watersheds implementing restoration, ideally to provide 
opportunities to leverage studies and on the ground engineering. The group has engaged 
individual landowners throughout planning and recovery through newsletters, pamphlets, e-
mails, phone communication, data collection, and public meetings. All leadership efforts are 
voluntary, and operate through separate core groups and steering committees, which meet 
various times a month. All counties within the watershed (Larimer, Boulder and as of recent 
Weld), are part of the steering committee. Moving forward, the coalition would like more buy-in 
from the Big Elk Meadows community and Weld County. The overall challenge for the coalition 
is it is entirely volunteer operated, and there is a high potential for burn out. There is a desire to 
re-develop the coalition structure but finding the will to do so is the challenge. The group 
desires long-term recovery and does not see the Master Plan as the end, but instead the 
beginning of the design phase. Short-term goals include building ties to the Colorado Watershed 
Assembly, providing grant writing services, building multi-scale partnerships (local, state, 
federal), and fund leveraging between up and down stream entities (coordinating construction, 
monitoring, etc.). In the long-term the group wants to continue to gather information (currently 
collecting stakeholder data is posing a challenge because of the group’s capacity), develop 
coalition structure, gain support from the CWCB, and to build partnerships. An additional 
concern is that the watershed has no river access (all privately owned), which creates limiting 
funding sources. Funding sources will drive future success. 

South Platte 



• The South Platte does not have a coalition in place. The breakout discussion clarifies initial 
questions when forming a coalition and addresses necessary first steps. The South Platte 
represents two very different focus areas, the first being west of Chatfield with more 
recreational needs, and the second in the east with more agricultural needs. To begin a coalition 
engagement process, the group has the option of having someone from the CWCB oversee and 
facilitate the initial meetings. Moving forward, the group must set a date and reach out to 
interested parties. There is interest in getting Weld County entities involved. The town of Evans 
is the lead for putting a coalition together, as they received CDBG-DR funds for flood recovery 
efforts. An RFP has been released to write the Master Plan for Evans, but is currently on hold 
until there is a way to manage the project. In terms of hiring a coordinator, the group would first 
need to assemble a hiring committee. With the CDBG-DR funds, Evans has the ability to hire a 
staff person for a maximum of two years, though long-term funding sustainability is unclear at 
this time. The recovery efforts have addressed individual landowners by creating a list of 
landowners, though they are having trouble gaining local interest from the eastern portion of 
the watershed. One option they have considered is getting the word out through local 
organizations, specifically to gain support from ditch companies and parties interested in 
protecting roadways/roadway maintenance. It appears that private property owners will not be 
interested until they hear about future projects, which will be a task of the future coalition. It is 
also important the group identifies stakeholder’s concerns and view the river from an economic 
standpoint when planning. The group feels once partners are on board, the coalition will build 
and then will be able to engage local, state and federal agencies. When forming a coalition the 
intent as demonstrated by South Platte members is that this needs to be locally driven. The 
group is interested in collaborating with other coalitions to understand how the work upstream 
effects what happens downstream. A challenge seen by the group is that there are limited towns 
on the river, limited resources and minimal counties willing to participate.  

St. Vrain Watershed 

• The St. Vrain envisions a more coordinated effort in terms of funding availability when 
incorporating long-term processes and implementing projects identified in the Master Plan. The 
group is interested in consolidating their coalition and the Left Hand coalition. If funding were to 
become available, they are interested in hiring a watershed coordinator. A watershed 
coordinator can continue into the future by addressing water quality, water quantity, river 
restoration, development impacts, recreational uses, wildfire, and other concerns in the 
watershed. However, they are unsure of how to go about becoming a coalition. Seed money is 
needed to keep the energy and essentially, the group going. Individual landowners have been 
included in the Master Plan process through two big meetings, though no active property 
owners attend coalition meetings. Although, the Master Plan seeks to address this issue, there 
are still landowners getting permits to rebuild in the floodplain. Moving forward there is a need 
to discuss goals and visions with property owners.  Major issues presented are infrastructure 
failure, erosion, channel instability, structural damage, mass flooding creek alignment, capacity 
for floods, utilities, roads, bridges, land use, stream use, and political issues on ordinances (how 
and where to rebuild).  Next steps the coalition is seeking include funding options, operational 
models, stakeholder identification, expanding recovery beyond the Master Plan (long-term), 
feasibility of merging the Left Hand with the St. Vrain coalition, the potential of becoming a 
501©3, and attending a grant writing workshop. Coalition success is dependent on outreach to 



other entities (i.e. ditch companies, Weld County), inclusion of private sectors, successful 
watershed management, State legislature support, and potential IGAs between municipalities. 
They like the idea of community captains. The greatest challenge will be generating funds for 
coalitions and Master Plans.  

Upper Fountain/Cheyenne Creek 

• The group is definitely interested in pursuing funds through CDBG-DR funds, and if awarded 
also interested in hiring a watershed coordinator.  When applying for grant funding the 
Fountain Valley Creek Greenway or the Colorado Watershed Assembly could act as the 
coalition’s fiscal agent. If a coordinator is hired, the hope is that the position will be available for 
a minimum of two years. The coordinator will have experience with federal compliance and will 
be responsible for grant writing and management, outreach and education, collaboration across 
entities, facilitation, managing projects, building coalition involvement up and down the 
watershed, and organizing volunteers across organizations. The coalition has engaged individual 
landowners through public meetings, municipal/county assets, CUSP, television, county 
commissioners/ elected and appointed officials, a citizen advisory group, the Fountain Creek 
Restoration Group, and Volunteers for Outdoor Colorado. In the future the group would like to 
see more representation from the Forest Service and CDOT. The group has asked for public 
comments associated with specific properties, which have been uploaded into a database where 
problems are being further evaluated. A presented challenge is that there are a lot of people to 
reach and land is parceled.  One way to reach more community members is to go door to door. A 
planning goal is to use topographical boundaries instead of jurisdictional boundaries. In the 
future the coalition would like to expand their boundary and membership to work with trails, 
water quality, water quantity, stabilizing water ways to access greenways, education facilities, 
wetlands, and to direct development in the 100-year floodplain.  
 

Overall:  

Most groups appreciated information from CUSP and find it a beneficial model to consult when moving 
forward. It was useful to hear from other watersheds working through the same issues, especially those 
undergoing Master Planning efforts. Symposium presented opportunities moving forward in terms of 
potential partnerships and fund leveraging. Presentations from federal and state agencies demonstrated 
good information and provided insight on the “right” people to have at coalition meetings. The 
consensus overall is that groups will apply for funds and hire watershed coordinators if funding is 
available. One of the greatest reoccurring concerns is funding moving forward and operating long-term.  

 

Federal/State  

• The Federal and State breakout group is different from the others summarized above, and the 
information and ideas gathered in this session are to help watersheds achieve their goals. This 
session discusses ways to support coalitions and grass root organizations.  
 



Long-term watershed plans as an approach to disaster recovery present positive outcomes 
(relative to helping federal and state program goals) through local engagement and 
stewardship, long-lasting relationships, unity of effort and prioritized project lists. Localized 
planning efforts often result in bonafide land use practices, economic development and 
accountability. A watershed based approach brings all stakeholders to the table and discusses 
topics that have sometimes been isolated in the past. For example a coalition setting allows both 
water quality and water quantity concerns to be addressed together and planned collaboratively 
into the long-term.  
 
Earlier collaboration leads to better results. Abundantly clear in talks was that streamlining the 
process to have quantity and quality discussions together leads to better results.  The health 
aspect saves money in the long run.  The greater upfront investment leads to savings on the tail 
end. State and Federal agencies are becoming more educated on river systems and how our 
actions affect the river’s capacity to function. This leads to more opportunities to educate 
community members. Coalitions working collaboratively are likely to be funded, as this is a 
proactive approach, impacting more geographic areas. Consolidated projects result in lower per-
unit costs and draw more resources.  
 
There is potential to fund long-term watershed plan efforts through formal partnerships 
between coalitions and federal, state and other partners to leverage the CDBG-DR funds. An 
example is the Spirit Lake Nation in North Dakota- Recovery Resource Conference, which 
brought several entities together to identify funding programs. It is important to get all key 
entities over multiple jurisdictions together, because some funding sources have greater 
restrictions (no more than one source of federal funds) or more formal technical assistance 
programs, requiring groups to seek more creative funding sources (State or local programs). 
There are ways to match flexible funds and inflexible funds. The Colorado Water Conservation 
Board’s Health Rivers Fund is an example of flexible matching funds that can help coalitions 
when applying for federal programs.  Other funding sources can be found through the US Fish 
and Wildlife Service; these funds can be used as cost share or other partner for projects focused 
on threatened and endangered wildlife. Colorado Parks & Wildlife has invaluable expertise 
though may not be able to bring big dollars, they will review consultant plans to make sure they 
are technically correct.  
 
Another funding challenge is that people do not always know where to find information on 
federal grants, requirements, deadlines, or then if granted how to manage funding. At this time 
DOLA has committed to help communities navigate the grant process- mix and match resources, 
get the timing right, etc. On August 5th there was a Colorado United Grants Skills Workshop to 
help groups. FEMA also produced a CO Recovery Resource Guide DVD, describing more than 
1,000 resources. Partners and professional service groups (e.g, CASFM, AWRA, APWA, etc.) can 
also provide technical assistance, as can consultants, though private sectors require financial 
support. 

Groups are advised to know the ins and outs of the National Flood Insurance program as it is an 
important gap that never is addressed up front.  People going through floods now are asking 
more questions to make more informed decisions. In the context of watershed planning, 
knowing about these processes, erosion zone protection areas and floodplains means better-



educated coalitions, helping them communicate more effectively. Educating communities about 
the Community Rating System can help them score better and reduce insurance premiums for 
properties in their jurisdiction.    

  Things to think about: 
• Are coalitions aware of the NEPA and other requirements to get funding?  Have they had 

exposure?  Do they have the expertise to carry it through? Who is going to do NEPA?  State or 
coalitions?   The rub is between timelines and needs, and this is very challenging when working 
with landowners.  This is one of the reasons that government agencies have to be involved in the 
coalitions.   

• Who or what entity is going to advocate for implementation and shepherd projects through the 
NEPA process.  How will coalitions do all the work ahead of them without burning out?  The 
projects must be prioritized to guide implementation and funding because CDBG-DR funds 
won’t be enough.  There is money in the grant to help with implementation requirements.   

• Difficulty engaging community members.  Programs and coalitions can publish fact sheets and 
success stories.  Remind everyone why here and celebrate successes.  Pass it on to next 
generation.  Be proactive in your communications. 

• Different coalition structures – pros/cons.  Coalitions face tradeoffs when considering more 
formal coalitions versus flexible coalitions that are not formalized and institutionalized.  More 
formal structures have access to more funds and have teeth.  However, a more formal structure 
can lead to burnout and not really reflect the community.   

o To what extent will coalition communities decide to formalize?  Formal structures may 
be necessary in some circumstances and environments and not in others. What is the 
right structure depends on circumstances and geographic areas?  What is the right size?   

o Many very small coalitions are starting right now.  Should there be a larger watershed 
approach?  Put the small coalitions together for increased manpower and interest plus 
the ability to get grants that go to larger entities. Don’t rush to be a 501(c)(3).  Larger 
groups may be the perfect transitional structure.  Regardless, coalitions need to know 
their partners. Those of you involved in coalitions, keep an eye on these issues as 
coalitions are developing their actions plans. 

• Legislation creates the silos in which agencies operate.  If one agency can do something, the 
other agency is not allowed to do that regardless whether the responsible agency has the 
funding to do it.  That can inhibit agencies’ abilities to participate together in projects.  It is still a 
problem.  Agencies are still separated by legislative fiat.  (Need for legislative or policy changes 
to create more flexibility?) 

• Local and federal objectives and timelines differ.  Coalitions want longer timelines.  Issues exist 
between short-term emergency response and long-term planning. 

• Limited funding for long-term monitoring and maintenance/upkeep – Coalition volunteers are 
hesitant to walk away for fear of lack of maintenance. This results in burnout.  Adaptive 
management is necessary because rivers will change – need the money and manpower to 
change with time.   

• Coalitions can use citizen scientists.  In CWA’s River Watch program, citizens, typically high 
school students, do the water quality monitoring.  Public-private partnership.   Opportunities for 
other types of long-term monitoring activities that engage coalitions exist.  See what worked, 
what didn’t.   

 
Interesting comment.  This disaster was first under the Sandy Recovery Improvement Act, which created a 
more streamlined environmental review.   The agencies did okay with disaster response, using 
programmatic environmental assessments and categorical exclusions.  The act has no provision that says 
agencies have to stay together for review during the recovery process.   However, there is a lot of pressure 
to do that. 



 
• Challenge in communicating effectively with all affected parties.  Need to share information with 

many groups.   We need a solid network of contacts to reach people so as not to rely on so many 
different people to get the word out.  Social media may be helpful. 
o Communication is even more challenging in rural areas. How can funders reach those 

communities?  Grower associations in rural communities are a good communication 
network, but the challenge of engaging  

• Public expectations and lack of understanding of the risks and how to alleviate them.  People 
don’t understand the risks and want to rebuild anyway.  They either want to build back the same 
way or ensure they are perfectly safe.  There is no such thing.  

• Tension between macro and micro thinking – Locals feel like they know better for their 
community, and agencies want more regional approach.  Communities are concerned whether 
their money needs and ideas being heard.  People think that government and NGOs think in 
abstract and lofty goals rather than reality and how their decisions affect real people.   For 
example, animals such as the Preble mouse are more important than the people and economy. 
This is on a lot of people’s minds and is especially a concern for the business community.  

o Many NGOs welcome more open and honest conversations.   CWA hears pretty extreme 
comments and does not shy away from talking about them. CWA is broader minded. 

• Lack of private sector engagement.    Intense private sector interests in watersheds and water 
resources, particularly wastewater treatment plant operators.  Private sector may not be 
adequately represented in coalitions. 

o Some businesses are very much involved in watershed groups, maybe not here and now.   
• Communities are feeling the pressure of competition for limited dollars.  They are concerned 

that assistance will be Denver-centric.   Proactive communication and education is essential to 
alleviating anxiety. 

• Communities are concerned about timely reimbursements and grants management – cash flow 
anxiety, receiving money, compliance. Rubber needs to meet the road.   With the vast amount of 
dollars awarded for recovery, everyone will be challenged to manage grants and cut through the 
red tape.   

 
Other Notes from Discussion 
Positive Outcomes Expected 

• Local stewardship 
• Identify stakeholders early = lasting relationships 
• Unity of effort 
• Prioritized projects 
• Modified land use practices 
• Water quality & quantity – watershed health 
• Stretches $ - proactive & efficient 
• Cost effective 
• Can address misinformation/educate 
• Building higher level of understanding (learning) 

 
Partnerships 

• Cost-share match 
• Flexible and nonflexible funds used together 
• Healthy Rivers Fund (up for reauthorization) – seed $ 
• Educating legislators 
• USFWS & other funds devoted for similar (complementary) objectives 
• Smooth the grants processes (different due dates, requirements, etc.) 



• Professional groups – CWA, CAFM, APWA, Cherry Creek Basin Water Authority 
• Colorado Parks & Wildlife 

o Stream restoration specialists (review master plans!) 
o Have biological data on streams 
o Incorporate this knowledge in emergency measures.  Ecological function. 

• Flood insurance – even in non-mapped or non-designated areas 
 

Issues & Concerns 
• Right size of coalitions and watershed area 
• Public expectations and lack of understanding of what can be done to alleviate risk 
• Limited dollars – expectations, communications 
• Do they know/can they manage NEPA requirements? 
• Impact on people/businesses from lofty goals from government & NGOs  

(E.g. love animals more than people?) 
• Are private sector interests adequately represented in coalitions 
• Are locals feeling their $ needs & ideas are being heard – build effective networks, door-to-door 

o How to reach?   
o Growers association  

• Will assistance be Denver-Metro centric? 
• Long-term monitoring with citizens, student volunteers to keep momentum 
• Long-term maintenance and upkeep 
• How will formalized structure impact the above  
• Red tape 
• Timely reimbursements 

 

 

 

 

 


